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introduction

resit plan
(debrief)
Background
The past year I created a new found interest in my own health and lifestyle. I read up on how to improve my own health,
changed the way I eat and I have started to implement a workout routine among other things. During this process I fell
oﬀ the wagon a couple of times but always came back stronger and in the end I managed to lose twenty kilos and got
back to a healthy BMI.
During this journey to a better health I was fortunate to have technology by my side. I have an app for tracking my
calories, an app for daily yoga routines, an app for intermittent fasting, and app for my period and so on. Nowadays
there is literally an app for everything you can imagine.
Ten years ago this wasn’t the case. Ten years ago the options were very limited and calorie counting would have been
a massive headache. Smartphones were still young and it would be several more years until phones were capable of
doing more than basic email and web browsing. The tools that did exist back then were clunky and limited and
nutritional info on restaurant menus were unheard-of.
The Idea
I love to speculate on how diﬀerent these things will be in another ten years. How will the digital health landscape look
like in 2028? Therefore I want to take on a more speculative design approach for this personal project. What could be a
digital artifact, product or assistant for creating a healthier lifestyle in ten years time?
Futurism (2018) notes that research has shown that 80 percent of people who do manage to lose weight regain it. This
is because keeping weight oﬀ equires more than just dropping one kind of food. It requires a lifestyle change, often one
that people are reluctant to make even if they know it would improve their health. What could be the next great
“invention" to help these people to stick to their lifestyle change?
The same article states that it seems unlikely that the people of the future will lose weight with a one-size-fits-all
approach. For this project I do want to focus on the users that are willing to live a healthy life, but it’ll be a complex
challenge to create a solution that will fit individualized approaches.
Process and Conditions
I gathered a couple of interested users who will function as my stakeholders and are willing to help me with my
iterations of (user) research and concepting. With these stakeholders I am planning to do a co-creation session and a
user test (e.g. Wizard of Oz method) of my final prototype. And in the end I will try do some sort of concept validation.
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wicked
problem
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the obesity
problem
Obesity is a wicked problem because first of all the search for solutions will never stop. A United Nations plan
published in 2013 calls for halting the rise in diabetes and obesity by 2025. Though the pace of increase has slowed in
some places, Lancet researchers recently called the chances of the world meeting that target “virtually zero.” [9]
The solution to obesity isn’t a cookie-cutter one, there are many stakeholders who all have diﬀerent ideas about what
the problem really is and what its causes are. The problem of obesity is often entwined with other problems such as the
increase in global food supply, an increase in more unhealthy calories, a shift in how we use the energy we get from
food and other factors that we don’t fully understand, such as genetics, changes to humans’ gut bacteria or chemicals
in the environment that influence our metabolism. [9]
The big food industry is considered a big culprit behind obesity. “What we have is a war between two food systems, a
traditional diet of real food once produced by the farmers around you and the producers of ultra-processed food
designed to be over-consumed and which in some cases are addictive,” Carlos Monteiro, a professor of nutrition and
public health at the University of São Paulo, told The Times. [14]
In 2017 the NY Times published this expose on food giant Nestlé breaking into the Brazilian market, which is helping to
create more obesity and promoting diseases like type 2 diabetes, the very problems Americans are fighting against.
Bloated marketing budgets have bloated our waistlines. [15]
Even if we go a bit further back in time we already had this 70's diet advice paid for by the sugar industry found in an
old copy of National Geographic or the comparable “milk for strong bones” campaign created by the milk industry. All
these old food marketing myths are still lingering in our supermarkets to this day.
On a diﬀerent note, a few weeks ago there was a lot of backlash to the trailer of the new Netflix original comedy series
Insatiable. The trailer caused outrage with social media users claiming it supposedly sent a bad message about body
image. The premise of the series sees unpopular and overweight schoolgirl, Patty, seeking revenge on bullies after
returning to school from the summer holidays with a new (thinner) body. But the footage in the trailer has been seen by
some as “fat-shaming".
With the number of people being overweight going up everywhere, obesity is becoming more and more “normal” and
accepted in society and it’s looked down upon to critique obesity or suggest losing weight. We are basically forced by
society to believe that obesity isn’t a bad thing. But is acceptance and normalization of obesity really the way we
should go instead of treating the root causes? Should the problem of obesity not be seen as a problem but as the
norm? (I don’t think so.)
The solution I want to work towards during this project would ideally have a positive eﬀect on slowing the pace of
increasing obesity on a individual and personalized scale by bringing more awareness and adressing some of its root
causes at the same time. Have society remember that obesity shouldn’t just be accepted as our faith but something we
can take into our own hands.
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trend: normalization
of obesity
“Body positivity began as a powerful antidote to the media’s obsession with skeletal models and beachball-breasted
glamour girls. Empowering women of non-Barbie proportions to feel good about themselves, the movement has
attacked impossible beauty ideals that confront us in advertising, branding and beyond, criticising everything from the
thigh gap trend to green juice cleanses.
Its success has led to a series of positive changes, including the decision to ban the use of rail-thin models in several
European countries. In the UK, body positivity has fuelled a backlash against the clean eating movement, with health
experts linking questionable nutritional advice to a rise in eating disorders such as orthorexia. As glossy-haired treadmill
unicorns continue to pout their way through Instagram with chia-seed recipes and colonoscopy recommendations,
women are rejecting their raw food cleanses in favour of a balanced diet that includes the occasional doughnut.
But as we move away from the skinny goals of the mid-2000s and embrace diﬀerent shapes and sizes, one group of
campaigners has taken things a step too far. Fronted by plus-sized models and social media influencers, the fat
acceptance movement aims to normalise obesity, letting everyone know that it’s fine to be fat.”
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research

literature
take-aways
Between 1971 and 2008, BMI increased 10% in men and 11% in women. Between 1971 and 2008, consumption of
percent daily calories from carbohydrates increased 13% in males and 10% in females. During this same time period,
percent daily intake of fat and protein was 9% and 5% lower in males, respectively, and 8% and 7% lower in females,
respectively. Leisure time physical activity between 1988 and 2006 was 47% higher in males and 120% higher in
females. [1]
Findings from all analyses suggest that increases in carbohydrates are most strongly and positively associated with
increases in obesity prevalence even when controlling for changes in total caloric intake and occupation-related
physical activity. In contrast, a shift in caloric consumption toward fat carry the opposite eﬀect and is unambiguously
associated with a decrease in population weight in the following year. [5]
A very low-calorie ketogenic (VLCK) diet – which is low in carbohydrates, high in fats and enough protein to prevent of
lean mass – shows significantly more eﬀective [than a regular low calorie diet] in inducing loss of body weight, and that
the weight loss was mainly related to the los of fat mass. [4] Interestingly, a study done 40 years earlier demonstrates
that the discrepancies in rate of weight loss induced by ketogenic vs. nonketogenic isocaloric regimens result almost
entirely from diﬀerences in water balance. [10] As you retain less water on low-carbohydrate diets.
Healthy lifestyle habits are associated with a significant decrease in mortality regardless of baseline body mass index
(BMI). Although the evidence suggests that all patients across the BMI spectrum should adhere to a healthy lifestyle to
optimize health, many patients with a normal-weight BMI may believe exercise and healthy eating, for example, are less
important for them as long as they maintain a low BMI. [3]
Among 21 studies reviewed, identified are the following five components considered to be key in technology-based
weight-loss interventions that are succesful in facilitating weight loss: (1) self monitoring, (2) counselor feedback and
communication, (3) social support, (4) structured program; and (5) individually tailored program. [2]
Factors that influence initial motivation to download and/or use a digital intervention are (1) the perceptions of one’s
physical attractiveness and (2) health outcomes. Factors that enhance subsequently user engangement with digital
weight management interventions are (1) personalization, (2) social support, (3) feedback and ecouragement, (4) ease of
set-up and use, (5) self-monitoring and prompts; and (6) acessibility of information or knowledge. [7]
There is a missing link in understanding health behaviour, a ‘gap’ between intentions and actions. This intentionbehaviour gap is mainly due to individuals who form intentions, but subsequently fail to act on them. Action planning
can help initiate action by specifying when, where and how to act and can be considered synonymous with
implementation intentions. Coping planning can help a person to overcome obstacles and to cope with diﬃculties by
anticipating personal risk situations. The present findings support the conclusion that planning is a powerful selfregulatory tool that can help to translate goals into behaviour. [8]
It has been questioned whether self-reported dietary intake accurately reflects an individual’s true dietary intake. A
doubly-labelled water studies typically show that individuals uderreport their energy intake, and that the magnitude of
the underreporting may be larger in people who are obese. [1] This is in line with the British documentary television
series about overeating called “Secret Eaters”, where participants are confronted by the amount of calories they
consume on a daily basis.
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inspirational
books
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project focus
The number of people who are overweight or obese is going up pretty much everywhere. In 2014, there were over a
hundred countries where more than half the adult population was considered overweight. [9]
The world has made progress against health threats from smoking and malnutrition to malaria and waterborne illnesses.
No country has yet reversed the obesity epidemic. A United Nations plan published in 2013 calls for halting the rise in
diabetes and obesity by 2025. Though the pace of increase has slowed in some places, Lancet researchers recently
called the chances of the world meeting that target “virtually zero”. [9]
Obesity is primarily thought to occur as a result of energy imbalance, where energy intake exceeds energy expenditure
over an extended period of time. Both food energy supply and total energy intake have substantially increased in most
westernised countries. Physical activity is commonly thought to be the other half of the energy balance equation. [1]
A known quote is that you can’t outrun your fork. If your diet isn’t in check and you are out-eating your training, you will
gain weight no matter how much you workout. Including the takeaways from the literature research [1][3][4][5] and the
fact that a poor diet is a factor in one-in-five deaths (see below), it is interesting to take diet and nutrition – and
therefore also macronutrients – as the main focal point within the large area of health to intervene. Not forgetting that
everybody across the BMI spectrum should also adhere to physical activity as part of a healthy lifestyle to optimize their
health. [3]

The Guardian (September 14, 2017)
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/
sep/14/poor-diet-is-a-factor-in-one-in-fivedeaths-global-disease-study-reveals
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inspiration
news articles
TIME (October 13, 2017)
http://time.com/4980225/obesity-rates-adultschildren/

The Nutrition Press (April 13, 2018)
http://thenutritionpress.com/are-the-foodindustry-responsible-for-the-obesity-epidemic/

Bloomberg (Juli 17, 2018)
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/
2018-07-17/front-of-package-nutrition-labelsfight-obesity
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The Guardian (September 14, 2017)
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/sep/
14/poor-diet-is-a-factor-in-one-in-five-deathsglobal-disease-study-reveals

The Guardian (October 10, 2017)
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/oct/10/
treating-obesity-related-illness-will-cost-12tn-a-yearfrom-2025-experts-warn
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statistics
The world has a lot more food than it once did. For most of history, humans struggled to get enough to eat. Now, in
many countries, the food supply is more than suﬃcient to provide the energy people need. It’s diﬃcult to measure how
much people actually eat, but estimates of the calories available for consumption show they’ve steadily climbed over
the past half century. [9]
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mindmapping
I made a mindmap to get everything I could think of out of my brain and on paper to create a visual representation of
food, diet and nutrition in relation to health.
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maslow
The standing desk. The 5:2 diet. Mindfulness. Self-tracking. Paleo meal plans. Health and wellbeing today means a
constant stream of new apps, connected devices, eating fads, wannabe lifestyle movements and more. For innovators,
one big question emerges: where is all this heading? One thing is certain: the world doesn't need any more meditation
apps. But according to Trendwatching [11] health and wellness will only become a more important part of how
consumers live – and measure – their lives in the coming years.
Millions of consumers live in societies of once undreamed aﬄuence. Objects that were rare are now ordinary. The
Experience Economy turned amazing into expected. Digital connection widened the scope of people’s lives – the social
access, resources and knowledge – beyond recognition.
What happens in this kind of environment? We’ve all read our Maslow: people turn to self-actualization. That is, an
endless search to realize the idealized version of themselves that they carry around in their head.
Self-actualization isn’t about avoiding or treating illness, that’s a matter of survival that belongs at the bottom of
Maslow’s pyramid. But for many people, physical, mental and emotional peak performance are a fundamental part of
self-actualization. That means they’re fundamental to how they seek meaning in their lives.
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the future
of betterment
Trendwatching [11] selected six trends defining the future of betterment in 2016 and beyond:
Ambient wellness
Rising numbers expect brands to embed innovative health-boosting technologies into the environment around them.
These ambient wellness initiatives should help oﬀset damage to health and wellness – or even produce an entirely new,
health-positive eﬀects (often with zero eﬀort required).
Calibrated health
Digital consumerism has heightened expectations of totally individualized oﬀerings. Expectations created online are
converging with those created by new health tech to drive demand for health and wellness products, services and
experiences that are personalized around the individual.
Virtual actualization
Digital technologies have always been intimately related to dreams of self-actualization. But many consumers have
learned through experience that yet more wristbands, tracking devices and smart objects aren’t always the answer to
better health. Consumers will look to virtual reality to oﬀer a new and broader take on wellness. Yes, that means
physical fitness. But also emotional wellbeing, cognitive performance and personal growth.
Impact indicators
The Quantified Self movement taught millions of consumers to absorb new streams of health information and adjust
their behavior accordingly. How far do I walk each day? How much do I sleep? What am I eating? Now, the
expectations are converging with broader expectations that the physical world around us should be more informative
and responsive, all in real time. In other words, more like the digital world. This causes rising expectations of real-time,
actionable and informative feedback on the health and wellness impacts of daily behaviors, from sunbathing to hitting
the gym.
Distributed diagnosis
There will be rising expectations that traditional health services, processes, tests and treatments are made accessible
via innovative new channels. Those expectations are being driven, of course, by time-pressed, ultra-demanding
consumers who want what they want, when they want it. That means new, innovative and seamless ways to access
health services.
Post-demographic betterment
The old demographic model – which sought to predict consumer behaviors based on age, gender, location, income
bracket and more – is losing its power. Instead, consumers are freer than ever to construct lifestyles and attitudes of
their own choosing. The implications for health and wellness are massive, thus it’s time to throw out old thinking on
who will want to engage with which health and wellness products, services and experiences, and embrace an
altogether more diverse, fragmented, and yes, even chaotic reality.
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(tech) artifact
inspiration

nutrition
recognition
https://getbitesnap.com/
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menu
calorie counts
https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2017/11/10/16623590/calorie-count-menus-mandatory-2018
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futuristic
supermarkets
http://www.carloratti.com/project/future-food-district/
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material
sensing
https://www.consumerphysics.com/scio-for-consumers/
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food
printing
https://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/3d-food-printers-how-they-could-change-what-you-eat/
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food
chat bots
https://chatbotsmagazine.com/the-10-best-cooking-and-dining-chatbots-for-foodies-da1af9bfec0a
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controlled
eating
https://www.hapi.com/product/hapifork
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moodboard

co-creation

setup
For the co-creation session I contacted all the stakeholders who had shown interest in the project. Due to
circumstances only three stakeholders were available this week. Because of one of the participants living in England
and another one having a busy work schedule, we decided to do the co-creation session on Skype for an easy gettogether. All participants were asked to bring along pens and paper.
The co-creation was setup in multiple phases:
1. Introduction to the topic through a questionnaire, without further explanation.
2. Explain the purpose of the session and what we will be doing.
3. Discuss personal experiences regarding the topic.
4. Participants were asked to identify times they struggled with their diets.
5. Brainstorm about how (futuristic) technology could help during these times.
6. Discuss best/favorite concepts.
7. Create storyboard around a concept.
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results
I will go through and summarize the most interesting results of the co-creation session.
Pre-questionnaire
When asked what the participants would consider as “health”, all of them agreed that food and exercise were the key
factors to health.
None of them truely believe they are living healthily themselves. When asked why they don’t think they are, they all
agreed on having bad diet habits like snacking too much. All participants also admitted that they have trouble with
eating healthily.
Interestingly enough the majority answered that they knew how much calories their bodies needed on a daily basis, but
none of them knew (exactly) how much calories they were consuming.
All of the participants agreed that technology – such as mobile applications – could help them with living a healthier
lifestyle.
Times
Participants were asked to identify times they struggled with their diets. I tried to cluster all those times and locations
into a couple of overarching main themes:
1. At home while cooking, bored, on the couch watching television or ordering food.
2. Groceryshopping either online or oﬄine.
3. On the road at the trainstation or when walking past a bakery, fastfood company and suchlike.
4. Social events with friends or family, going out for drinks, at restaurants, school, work or at festivals.
Brainstorm
The next step was to brainstorm – first individually and later together – how (futuristic) technology could help during
these specified times. A lot of diﬀerent ideas were created during the co-creation session, ranging from non-digital to
(partly) becoming a cyborg.
From all the ideas presented I was able to bundle and cluster them into a couple of main themes:
1. observe and register;
2. changing the source;
3. regulating and influencing behaviour;
4. replacing the known with technology;
5. and removal of the bad.
In the end it was necessary to stay critical of the ideas that were generated. For example, one of the themes included
creating a solution to remove the “bad” of the food and your body etc. In my opinion that wouldn’t solve the problem
on a bigger scale, as people would still lack the awareness of the food that they eat. Plus after doing a project on
climate change, it’s important to me to also be aware of the background of food and the impact it could have on the
planet. Mindlessly eating food because it has been altered to not be bad for you, would not be ethically correct for me.
Besides some bad, a lot of useful ideas were also created. Together we picked the ideas that were the most promising
and it was very interesting to see how these ideas could be used in diﬀerent scenarios. Overal it was a very helpful
session and definitely inspired to create multiple concepts.
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concepts

concept.one
Theme
Observe and register.
Food Lens
Caloriecounting apps are no longer needed, in 2028 contact lenses will be available that automatically scan the food in
front of you. The lens will calculate the amount of calories it contains and how it will aﬀect your daily caloric budget
based on your total daily energy expenditure (TDEE).
Being able to see the expacted impact of food before eating it will create awareness and will have the user question if
the food they are about to eat is worth it or not. No more mindless eating when the numbers are straight in your face.
Of course it is possible to have the HUD (Head-up Display) either be more explicit or more simple, as adjusted to the
goals and needs of the user. A fitness junky might want to have more insights in macronutrients, whereas the regular
joe just wants to see basic numbers and if food is OK or NOT OK.
Sidenote
I had multiple concepts regarding smart technology that would recognise calories, such as a smartplate or a tongue/
tooth implant. But after consideration the contact lens had the most potential.
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concept.two
Theme
Observe and register.
Calorie Tattoo
A large part of weight gain, weight loss and maintaining your weight is based on the idea of calories in versus calories
out. Eat more than your total daily energy expenditure (TDEE) – the amount of calories you burn – you will gain weight,
eat less and you will lose weight or stay the same weight by eating the “exact” amount of calories your body needs.
The Calorie Tattoo is an indicator built-in your arm that will give a visual countdown to show how many calories you
have have left to eat that day based on the amount calories your body needs. The colors of the “tattoo” will change
based on the amount of calories left. Green if there is a lot left, yellow if you’re halfway and red when you reached your
limit.
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concept.three
Theme
Regulating and influencing behaviour.
Hunger Patch
We all know those nicotine patches that smokers use when they try to quit smoking but can’t live without the nicotine
yet. Nicotine patches are a type of nicotine replacement therapy that works by releasing a measured dose of nicotine
into the skin.
Nowadays a lot of people are addicted to food. What if there could be a similar solution to supress these hunger pangs
that tempt you into grabbing those snacks at night or that extra portion of dinner. The Hunger Patch is an electronic
patch that you can easily place on your body without any inconvenience. The patch is connected to a mobile app
where the release of leptin – a lack of leptin causes the hunger feeling – is easily regulated.
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concept.four
Theme
Changing the source.
Diagnostic Loyalty Shopping
A poor diet is a huge problem and the source of most of the foods that we eat is the supermarket. On an average day
we prepare and eat the food we bought ourselves (fresh) from the store. So, why not tackle the problem at the source?
It’s all about recognising the good and the bad before you buy. People not always take the time to read the food labels
on the back of the packaging, don’t realise that 0% fat products can still contain huge amounts of sugar or just don’t
know the impact of the nutritional values of a product.
In 2028 the shopping carts of your local grocery store will incorporate a smart system that scans the product you put in
your cart and gives you instant details on how good or bad it is for you. The smart system will also be linked to your
personal loyalty card which include your body and health statistics to give individual and personalized advice.
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concept.five
Theme
Replacing the known with technology.
Food Download
The 3D printer has been on the rise for a while now and news of printing food or even organs has already been out.
What if we could take this technology and bring it to your own kitchen? Imagine a dasboard in your kitchen counter
where you could practically just download and print your food.
The system will ask the user to put in their personal details such as height, weight and exercise levels to create a calorie
guideline. Whenever you feel like eating you enter the kind of food you’d like to eat – sushi? hamburgers? – and the
amount of calories that is budgeted for the meal. The software will pick a selection of ingredients and combine those
together like a puzzle. Your personalized meal will be build and printed right into your kitchen.
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the choice

diagnostic
loyalty shopping
Reasoning
The final choice of concept was between between the diagnositc loyalty shopping and the food lens, but in the end I
went with diagnostic loyalty shopping because that concept has the potential to have the most influence and spread
the most awareness. Grocery shopping is something that (almost) all of us do on a weekly basis, but a lens is
something that people only wear by choice just like a fitbit.
I believe the diagnotisc loyalty shopping concept has a lot of opportunities to address a couple of root causes of
obesity. If the nutritional values and information is just on the back of the product, it’s easy to ignore, but if you get
another reminder while putting the item in your basket you might start to compare and try to do better. Which is
hopefully a good motivator in terms of changing behaviour.
Secondly having your shopping cart visually and noticeably show if a product is good or bad, it could encourage (big)
food businesses to reformulate their products because they don’t want to have a product with lots of warnings and red
flags.
And lastly, it would be really interesting to link your personal shopping card results to algorithms set up for loyalty
cards. If you buy a lot of unhealthy products, you might get vouchers to buy more vegetables. Or if you buy a lot of
healthy products, you get credit for free to spend discounts.

http://invenio.deakin.edu.au/supermarkets-can-do-more-in-fight-against-obesity-study/
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the details
After some sketching I tried laying out the details and form of the concept. How I see this concept now is that every
shopping cart or basket has an integrated touchscreen which a place holder for your personal loyalty card of the
supermarket.
This loyalty card is firstly used to create an individualized health profile including information such as your age, height
and weight and the average of your basal metabolic rate and total daily energy expenditure (how many calories you
burn on a day).
When you place your card on the screen it will automatically connect your cart to your card. Everytime you want to
place something in your cart, you will scan the item on the designated scanning area of the screen and it will place the
item on the digital receipt of your loyalty card. But most importantly it will – for example – show if the item is high in
calories, high in sugar or how much calories it is compared to your own calorie budget. No need to check the labels on
the back and do the math yourself anymore, the cart will show you the hard facts.
When you are done shopping you can hand over your personal card to the cashier which will only have to scan your
card to know what products are in your cart.
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research
verification
Literature
To initially verify the concept I looked back at my deskresearch to find similarities between my concept and the
literature take-aways and key findings.
This concept touches two out of six future of betterment trends predicted by trendwatching, the calibrated health trend
and impact indicators trend. [11]
The concept uses the following factors that enhance subsequently user engangement with digital weight management
interventions: (1) personalization, (2) feedback and ecouragement, (3) ease of set-up and use, (4) self-monitoring and
prompts; and (5) acessibility of information or knowledge. [7]
Literature reseach mentions a missing link in understanding health behaviour, a ‘gap’ between intentions and actions.
This intention-behaviour gap is mainly due to individuals who form intentions, but subsequently fail to act on them. The
present findings supported the conclusion that planning is a powerful self-regulatory tool that can help to translate
goals into behaviour. [8] Within this concept planning is partly brought into grocery shopping by making more mindful
choices of food before buying and consuming.
It has also been questioned whether self-reported dietary intake accurately reflects an individual’s true dietary intake. A
doubly-labelled water studies typically show that individuals uderreport their energy intake, and that the magnitude of
the underreporting may be larger in people who are obese. [1] It shows that people are often underestimating the
calories of products. By already making users aware of the amount of calories product have before buying, it could
prevent unconscious overconsuming of calories afterwards.
Supermarkets
Not at convenience stores. Not at fast-food restaurants. Not at vending machines. It’s at grocery stores. That’s where
we get most of our high-sugar, low-nutrient junk food, according to a study published in the European Journal of
Clinical Nutrition. [16]
Behind the grocery stores is the big food industry – multinational (junk) food and beverage companies with huge and
concentrated market power. “What we have is a war between two food systems, a traditional diet of real food once
produced by the farmers around you and the producers of ultra-processed food designed to be over-consumed and
which in some cases are addictive,” Carlos Monteiro, a professor of nutrition and public health at the University of São
Paulo, told The Times. [14]
In 2017 the NY Times published this expose on food giant Nestlé breaking into the Brazilian market, which is helping to
create more obesity and promoting diseases like type 2 diabetes, the very problems Americans are fighting against.
Bloated marketing budgets have bloated our waistlines. [15]

1+1=…
The most optimal eﬀect of this concept would be to a) spread awareness about nutrition, b) motivate healthy eating, c)
more mindful grocery shopping and d) encourage big food companies to reformulate their unhealthy products to fit in
the new style of health-conscious grocery stores.
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iterating
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first
prototype
To figure out how my first “paper” prototype will look like I made some sketches to think about the form. This form is
not definite and will become more refined through screen design and planned 3D modeling. Below are some of the
sketches I made.
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prototype
design
For my first prototype I made a simple wooden interface that I can use for paper and low-fidelity prototype testing. Next
step is to make paper screens to use on the wooden design.
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quick ’n dirty
testing
I did a “quick ’n dirty” paper prototype test with a stakeholder to test the overall concept and to see how the first
impressions are. It was also very useful to get a grasp on the flow of the process and get a better idea of the features of
the product.
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expert
feedback
To verify my concept I did a quick and informal interview with expert Miranda van der Laak. Miranda has an excellent
bachelor’s degree in Nutrition and Dietetics and a minor in Psychobiology of Eating Behaviour. Currently she is working
as a dietician at Atlant, specialised in living, care and welfare. She also has experience working in a kitchen together
with a qualified diet cook. I will shortly summarize the key points of the interview below.
Miranda agrees that a good diet is an important factor in a healthy lifestyle, but specifies that diet is only one part of the
equation and that exercise shouldn’t be forgotten. When asked what causes people to fail to have a bad diet, she
mentions that ignorance, having no interest and having a bad discipline are the biggest pitfalls in general.
She believes it could be very helpful to make people more aware of the food they want to buy during a trip to the
supermarket, because most people don’t really know what they are eating and are mostly oblivioius to nutritional values
and their eﬀects on health. She says it will definitely have an eﬀect on diet behaviour as shoppers are confronted with
information they would usually ignore on puprose to not feel bad about buying and eating said food.
When asked what kind of information would be most useful to show, she thinks it’s most valuable to show amounts of
sugar and fats and more healthier alternatives. Miranda believes that when people are on the spot advised with better
alternatives, that this could definitely result in more healthier purchases.
A technique that could help for my concept is the “nudge” theory. A nudge makes it more likely that an individual will
make a particular choice, or behave in a particular way, by altering the environment so that automatic cognitive
processes are triggered to favour the desired outcome. Make the healthier food choice the most easy, obvious or
attractive option.
At the end of the interview she gave me a couple of points to think about: how will this product influence the
supermarket itself and the fact that the actual preperation of food also has influence on how healthy or unhealthy the
food is.
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cart shape
inspiration
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more
sketching
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moodboard
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3d
exploration
For this project I really want to dabble into product desgn. It’s an area of design I’ve never tried and I’m curious as to
what I am capable of.
As someone who has never (really) worked with 3D I first installed SketchUp, but I felt like I couldn’t create what I had in
mind with this software after following a few tutorials. So I installed Cinema 4D with a student license and followed
some tutorials to grab the pure basics of it and really like the feel of the program. After the tutorials I experimented with
the possibilities and created the futuristic looking cube below. I feel like the style and mood of it, is the kind of style I
would like to go for for my product.
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3d
design
Not following a tutorial and making your own personalized 3D design was harder than I first thought. So I started the
design process by just playing with shapes and the diﬀerent functionalities I came across in the tutorials I’ve watched
and followed. During this process I experimented with multilple shapes and combinations till I step by step found the
result I was looking for.
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product
design
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product
pitch / test
To tease out design implications, concerns and possibilities I pitched the product to a couple of the stakeholders who
were able to attend. After the pitch I let them use the product in a Wizard of Oz setting and started a guided discussion
about the product.
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feedback
and results
Obligation
One point of discussion was if it will be possible to turn oﬀ the device. On one hand it’s useful to see the information
provided, but on the other hand it could be an annoyance or interference. One of the stakeholders remarked that she
knows when she buys something unhealthy, no need to rub it in her face. The system is interesting, but it’s the question
if it should be a requirement to use? Or is it possible to only scan some products and not all products?
Information
One of the stakeholders suggested to have an option on your loyalty card to pick the kind of information you would like
to see when you scan a product. Some people really don’t care about macronutrients and nutritional facts and just
want to see if the product is either good or bad for their health. Give people the choice to customize the amount of
information that is shown. It is also important for people to register their allergies on their cards so the system can notify
them when a product contains ingredients you’re allergic for.
Family
A lot of mothers go grocery shopping to buy groceries for the whole family, how does the personalized loyalty card act
on this? A stakeholder said she would like to have the possibility to create family profiles just like on Netflix. “I am now
going to buy groceries for… myself, my family, my husband etc.” This way the system can give suggestions based on
the preferences from family members, for example if the husband has diabetes. And it doesn’t have to be super
specific, but more like general warnings.
Ethical
One of the questions that popped up was if it was ethical to show healthier product alternatives. Will this cause the
unhealthier brands to have a bad image? One of the main causes of obesity is the fact that the amount of unhealthy
calories has increased over the past years [9] and we need to put a stop to it. When supermarkets show preference to
healthier brands, it could motivate the unhealthy brands to reformulate their products to meet the standards. But to
which extend is this plausible?
Social
There was a suggestion to have the loyalty card system turn into a social platform where you can link your card to the
card of friends. And whenever you go buy groceries, you can pick the profiles of people you are buying food for. “I’m
buying food for this person, this person and this person.”
Gamification
A feature that got suggested was a point system. Whenever you make a healthy choice in product you earn points and
those points can be redeemed for discount on other healthy purchases. A comparison to the H&M app was made
where customers can spend their points on self-picked rewards. The discounts should only be for healty products or
products tailored to the specific diet of the user.
App
The stakeholders agreed that system and loyalty card should be connected to an app, a central hub for all profiles and
personalization and easy customization. Maybe there is a default profile or setup that people can customize to fit their
own needs (such as lactose intolerance or no e-numbers).
I will talk about the design desisions based on this feedback during the product pitch at the assessment on
wednesday.
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